
Sunk.

By Hope McMahone

This room is the precursor to a training room for assassins. A and B are trained in the

profession, and will not hesitate to choose their duty to the job over another’s life. The trainees

receive this speech before moving into the final stage of their training. It should be frank, sharp,

and intimidating.

A- The rules of the game are simple.

B- Beat the opponent before they beat you.

A- 1. Hide. If you’re found, it won’t be long before you’re dead.

B- So hide well, or you’ll be gone before you can say “Hit”

A- And spread your team. If one goes down, you don’t look back.

B- 2. Develop a strategy. Everyone has a pattern, it’s just a matter of finding it.

A- Don’t waste time throwing guesses wildly. Watch.

B- Where do their eyes gravitate when they talk?

A- Hit.

B- Are they quick to answer?

A- Miss.

B- Or do they think for just a second too long?

A- Miss.

B- Hesitations can cost you.

A- Hit.

B- It’s more than just what they do. It’s what they don’t.

A- Lunch every Tuesday. House salad. Sweet tea—hold the lemon. Alone.

B- May 16th. A brunette joins the table. Diet Coke and caesar.

A- Miss.

B- Friday Afternoons: dropping off books at the library, and a stroll down to Lavender Fields

Antique Store.

A- June 2. Three books overdue. Dorian Grey. A Florist’s Guide to Wildflowers. A magazine on

the 1960’s astronomical developments. A ticket purchased for the new Tom Hanks film.

B- Miss.

A- 3. Know who you’re up against.



B- Because everyone plays the game differently.

A- And if you’re not careful…

B- You might miss a shot.

A- Hit.

B- And they won’t be so kind.

A- Sunk. Cruiser.

B- 4. Talk is senseless.

A- It’s better if they never knew you were here at all.

B- Less of a risk.

A- I don’t like cleaning up my messes, do you?

B- After all, sunken ships don’t cause much harm.

A- They just make life more interesting for the fish. A bigger mystery to be uncovered years

after the sinking.

B- Hit.

A- 5. Play by the rules.

B- We all get along better that way.

A- Miss.

B- And sometimes when people don’t...

A- Hit.

B- Well…

A- HIT.

B- Accidents happen.

A- HIT!

B- Every job has its risks, right?

A- Hit.

B- Sunk. Carrier. That’s gotta hurt.

A- Now, if you’ve made it this far.

B- You can probably handle the brunt side of things.

A- But what you need to make it out there isn’t firepower.

B- It’s not hard to blow things up— That’s why they have to make so many rules against it, or

everyone would be doing it.



A- The hard part isn’t even not getting caught.

B- It’s never being seen in the first place.

A- Miss.

B They can’t suspect you if you were never there.

A- And that’s why we play by the rules.

B- Because cheaters

A- Hit.

B- Get found

A- Hit.

B- And if you’re found—

A- Sunk. Destroyer.

B- Only two left. And you’re running out of board.

A- I hope you’ve been paying attention.

B- Hit.

A- You’ll find this game is a lot harder when you’re blindsided and trying to play for yourself.

B- No one is going to take your hand and say

A- Hit.

B- When you guess right, or

A- Miss.

B- When you’re chasing geese.

A- You won’t even see it coming the first time your teammate is found.

B- Hit.

A- They’ll just be gone.

B- Sunk. Submarine.

A- Bet you thought they were supposed to sink. This one won’t be coming back up.

B- When it’s just down to you.

A- And it will be. Eventually.

B- Show. No. Mercy.

A- This is your job.

B- Whether you asked to be here

A- Or whether you had no choice



B- You have no way out but to play the game

A- You will need to get to know people. Better than they know themselves.

B- Hide.

A- Watch.

B- Hit.

A- Respect the privilege you’ve been given. Or it will be taken away.

B- Hit.

A- Remember, we’ve been playing a lot longer than you have.

B- There’s not a lot of room for beginner’s luck in a strategy game.

A- Hit.

B- Last chance to back out.

A- Step through those doors, and you agree to our rules.

B- Everybody’s in?

A- Well then…

B- Hit.

A- Sunk. Battleship.

B- Game on.

Black out.


